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Simple Summary: Genomics is increasingly pervading the precision medicine in clinical practice. 

Tailored cancer prevention strategies, first-line treatment decisions or even surgical options are in-

creasingly based on NGS multigene mutational screenings. However, good laboratory practice for 

clinical NGS procedures often do not go at the same speed as implementation of informatics analy-

sis. Many companies deliver comprehensive range of kits for genomic testing with a labor-intensive 

manual sample preparation, even if IVD certified. Capture-based target enrichment protocols have 

been optimized to generate NGS libraries with very high coverage uniformity. Nevertheless, these 

workflows are well known to consist of multiple and hands-on demanding steps and so prone to 

human errors. We performed a validation study in more than 1000 samples demonstrating that the 

workflow automation standardizes the analytical performances and decreases variability providing 

more reliable results. 

Abstract: (1) Background: the NGS based mutational study of hereditary cancer genes is crucial to 

design tailored prevention strategies in subjects with different hereditary cancer risk. The ease of 

amplicon-based NGS library construction protocols contrasts with the greater uniformity of enrich-

ment provided by capture-based protocols and so with greater chances for detecting larger genomic 

rearrangements and copy-number variations. Capture-based protocols, however, are characterized 

by a higher level of complexity of sample handling, extremely susceptible to human bias. Robotics 

platforms may definitely help dealing with these limits, reducing hands-on time, limiting random 

errors and guaranteeing process standardization. (2) Methods: We implemented and validated the 

complete automation of the SOPHiA GENETICS’ CE-IVD Hereditary Cancer Solution™ (HCS) li-

braries preparation workflow on the Hamilton’s STARlet platform. (3) Results: We demonstrate that 

this automated workflow, used for more than 1000 samples achieved the same performances of 

manual setup in terms of coverages and reads uniformity, with extremely lower variability of reads 

mapping rate onto the regions of interest. (4) Conclusions: This automated solution offers same re-

liable and affordable NGS data, but with the essential advantages of a flexible, automated and inte-

grated framework, minimizing possible human errors and depicting a laboratory’s walk-away sce-

nario. 

Keywords: Next Generation Sequencing; Laboratory automation; Hereditary Cancer; Genetic Test-

ing; Clinical Genomics. 
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1. Introduction 

Several omics approaches have been described so far with the potential to lead infor-

mation and improvement in many aspects of human life, particularly in the healthcare 

system, for prevention, diagnosis, clinical knowledge and, of course, treatment of dis-

eases. Clinical genomics represents the paradigm of omics and the introduction of NGS 

technologies has been the foundation for its exponential increase. Advances in sequencing 

platforms for genomic applications has led to the development of much more informative 

assays. They range from screening the genetic landscape of a single cell to hundreds of 

patients together, or they can focus onto few genes’ hotspots as well as onto the whole 

human genome [1-4]. As companies improved their NGS platforms, the interpretation 

tools grew in number integrating with artificial intelligence programs [5]. Many technical 

approaches have been introduced to improve NGS working protocols and libraries set-up 

in particular, to obtain more and more information from data, like copy number variation 

analysis [6]. So, genomics has put under progressive pressure the traditional clinical diag-

nostic laboratory to expand its sequencing ability and data analysis skills [7]. The ever-

growing workload comes with the same reporting turnaround times and eventually the 

same lab staff [8]. Thus, genomics concurred pushing the molecular diagnostic laboratory 

to adopt a laboratory medicine model [9], where a large-scale automation is ubiquitously 

supporting every analytical component of the total testing process, contributing at the 

quality of analytical performance and at controlling the high cost of delivering genomics 

diagnostic services.  

Hereditary cancer risk screening with NGS multigene panels, has become the most 

effective method for programming cancer prevention strategies [10-14]. NGS libraries 

preparation for these panels are designed either with amplicon-based or with hybridiza-

tion capture-based target enrichment methods. Amplicon-based approaches are simpler 

and ask for a very little DNA input, but it has been demonstrated that hybridization-based 

procedures are less likely to generate false positives and false negative single nucleotide 

variations (SNVs), and notably they perform better in terms of coverage uniformity, which 

is essential for correctly predicting large rearrangements and CNVs [15,16]. Among tar-

geted hybridization-based capture approaches, we adopted the SOPHiA Hereditary Can-

cer Solution (HCS), a CE-IVD certified application able to identify simultaneously SNVs, 

indels and CNVs in all the 26 tested genes and differentiate pseudogene variants in PMS2 

https://www.sophiagenetics.com/hospitals/solutions/solutions/HCS.html). Nevertheless, 

this workflow is well known to consist of multiple and hands-on demanding steps, pos-

sibly prone to human bias. We thought that automation may definitely help dealing with 

these limitations, especially in a clinical routine framework of a public healthcare system, 

where diagnostics have to work in a cost-effective manner. We therefore directed our in-

terest towards a liquid handler that could integrate all the devices necessary for the exe-

cution of the protocol, such as, thermocyclers, vortexes, magnets, cooling stations, plates 

sealing and UV decontaminating systems [17]. The platform had to prepare the working 

mixes directly from the original tubes or plates contained in the kits, as well as contem-

plate scalable procedures to run the protocol with an intermediate number of samples 

between the minimum and the maximum that can be sequenced together. With these 

premises, we implemented the automated SOPHiA HCS library preparation workflow on 

the Hamilton’s STARlet platform and adopted it in the diagnostic routine. The results of 

the validation work were summarized in a diagnostic application note (https://www.ham-

iltoncompany.com/press-releases/application-note-automation-of-the-hereditary-cancer-

solution-hcs-by-sophia-genetics-on-a-starlet#top).  

After processing, sequencing and analysing more than 1000 genomic DNA samples, 

we compared the NGS results carried out with this automated protocol with the ones car-

ried out manually on 240 samples, collected in the SOPHiA HCS performance evaluation 

study (https://www.sophiagenetics.com/fileadmin/documents/Solutions/HCS/HCS-

bySG_ApplicationNote.pdf) and we get some conclusions about of NGS data robustness 

and essential benefits of automation. 
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2. Materials and Methods 

Sample collection and DNA isolation 

Peripheral blood samples (PB) were collected following the standard procedure for 

diagnostic testing after written informed consent, in accordance with the current revision 

of the Helsinki Declaration Genomic DNA was extracted with the DNA Midi Kit via QI-

ASymphony platform (Qiagen); nucleic acids’ quantity/quality were checked by Qubit 

dsDNA High Sensitivity kit and Nanodrop (Thermo Scientific). Samples from SOPHiA 

GENETICS’ performance evaluation study, were obtained from PB as well. Quantity and 

quality were checked according to HCS protocol’s guidelines. 

 

Libraries set-up and Sequencing 

Sequencing libraries were prepared using the CE-IVD SOPHiA HCS v1.1 kit, exclu-

sively with the automated procedure implemented on the STARlet platform (Hamilton) 

as cited before. Individual library quantification was performed via fluorometric quanti-

tation by Qubit dsDNA High Sensitivity kit (Thermo) and quality control analysing the 

profile of each sample via capillary electrophoresis with Bioanalyzer DNA 1000 (Agilent 

Technologies). In the routine of our medium-throughput laboratory, the number of sam-

ples per preparation was 24 that run onto a 600-cycle format V3 flow-cell, sequenced via 

Illumina MiSeq DX platform according to Illumina’s and SOPHiA GENETICS’ protocols. 

Libraries from SOPHiA GENETICS’ performance evaluation study, instead, were manu-

ally prepared using both the SOPHiA HCS v1.1 and HCS_M_v1, that did not contain 

probes for the APC gene. But as well as in our laboratory they were run onto the same 

flow-cells and sequenced via Illumina MiSeq platforms. 

 

Data analysis and variants interpretation criteria 

The SOPHiA HCS allows the enrichment of coding and splicing regions of 26 genes 

(APC, ATM, BARD1, BRCA1, BRCA2, BRIP1, CDH1, CHEK2, EPCAM, FAM175A, MLH1, 

MRE11A, MSH2, MSH6, MUTYH, NBN, PALB2, PIK3CA, PMS2, PTEN, RAD50, RAD51C, 

RAD51D, STK11, TP53, XRCC2) and the pseudogene PMS2CL, well-known associated 

with increased risk for cancer syndromes. The sequencing data were simultaneously pro-

cessed for single nucleotide variants (SNVs), indels, and copy number variations (CNVs) 

using the SOPHiA DDM software (DDM) updated al the last available version at the time 

of sequencing. Data analysis and variant interpretation were limited to virtual panels of 

actionable genes, in accordance with the informed consent expressed and signed by the 

patients. For the assessment of breast/ovarian/pancreatic risk APC, ATM, BARD1, BRCA1, 

BRCA2, BRIP1, CDH1, CHEK2, EPCAM, MLH1, MSH2, MSH6, MUTYH, NBN, PALB2, 

PMS2, PTEN, RAD50, RAD51C, RAD51D, STK11, TP53 were analysed; for suspected 

Lynch syndrome MLH1, MSH2, MSH6, PMS2, EPCAM, MUTYH; for suspected familial 

adenomatous polyposis APC, MUTYH, PTEN, STK11; for suspected hereditary gastric 

cancer ATM, BARD1, BRCA1, BRCA2, BRIP1, CDH1, CHEK2, FAM175A, MRE11A, NBN, 

PALB2, PIK3CA, RAD50, RAD51C, RAD51D, TP53, XRCC2. 

Genetic variants annotations were also integrated with data present in literature and 

open source bioinformatics tools customized and validated in the laboratory (Annovar 

[18] and Variant Effect Predictor (VEP), [19]) and specific databases, Leiden Open source 

Variation Database (https://grenada.lumc.nl/LOVD2/mendelian_genes/home.php?), 

ClinVar (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/clinvar/), 1000 Genomes Project 

(http://www.1000genomes.org/data), ExAC (http://exac.broadinstitute.org/), dbSNP 

(http: //www.ncbi.nlm.nih .gov / projects / SNP /), The Genome Aggregation Database 

(http://gnomad.broadinstitute.org/), BRCA Share (http://www.umd.be/BRCA1/ 

http://www.umd.be/BRCA2/). 

Variants were reported using the international standard HGVS nomenclature and 

classified into 5 categories: pathogenic (P), likely pathogenic (LP), variant of uncertain 

significance (VUS), likely benign (LB) and benign (B), according to the American College 

of Medical Genetics and Genomics (ACMG) criteria [20].  
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NGS variants confirmation 

All the gene variants interpreted as pathogenic or likely pathogenic were confirmed 

by Sanger sequencing [21], performed with predesigned primers and the BigDye Direct 

Cycle Sequencing Kit.  They were sequenced via Applied Biosystems 3500xL Dx Genetic 

Analyzer platform and results analysed by SeqScape3 software (Thermo Scientific) up-

dated to the latest available version. All the CNVs interpreted as pathogenic or likely path-

ogenic were confirmed by MLPA (MRC-Holland) and analysed with the Coffalyser.Net 

software (MRC-Holland) updated to the latest available version 

 

3. Results 

Library preparation is a laborious process with many hands-on sessions: samples can 

be prepared in parallel but each one must be set in a different well before they are pooled 

for target enrichment. Moreover, paramagnetic bead-based purification steps are several 

and tricky, and execution speed is critical.  

Donut graphs (Fig.1) of the two working days, summarize the multiple steps of the 

manual protocol and show how this automated procedure definitively impacts the hands-

on time, letting the staff to accomplish other lab’s activities, even if it not necessarily short-

ening the overall execution time. 

The laboratory needed to plan a medium-throughput workflow, setting the number 

of routine samples per preparation to 24. Thawing the 48 samples-packaged reagents 

more than once was therefore a need. Hence, the work of the Hamilton platform was de-

signed for both the two days preparing all the working mixes at the beginning of the run-

ning session and keep them at right temperatures in the cooling stations. This allows tech-

nicians to put back quickly the reagents’ leftover to the freezer/fridge, accomplishing a 

fast robot’s set up and coming back at the end of the working day. The platform was in-

deed programmed to work autonomously until the libraries need to be quantified and 

pooled -on day one- or the captured pools have to be checked to be sequenced -on day 

two- (Fig1).  

 

Figure 1. Donuts show the different steps performing in two days: day 1, manual protocol (A), day 

1, automated protocol (B), day 2, manual protocol (C); day 2, automated protocol (D). Abbrevia-

tions: (Day 1): Sample Dil.: sample dilutions; Fragmentation: mixes setup, enzymatic fragmenta-

tion, end repair and A-tailing; Adp Ligation: Adapter ligation; Clean up 1: Post ligation clean up; 
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DS Selection: dual size selection; Amplification: pre-capture amplification; Clean up 2: post ampli-

fication clean up; QC: Libraries quantification and size control; Pooling: libraries pooling and ly-

ophilization; (Day 2): Hyb Setup: hybridization mixes setup, sample denaturation, addition of 

probes, StB Washing: streptavidin beads washing; Binding: Probe-target duplexes to streptavidin 

beads binding; Pull Down: DNA-beads complexes pull down; Washing 2: DNA-beads complexes 

washing; Amplification: post-capture amplification; Clean up: amplification clean up; QC: Librar-

ies quantification and size control. 

3.1. Generate good intermediate results and robust NGS data 

Intermediate check points, in SOPHiA HCS protocol, gave very good results in indi-

vidual pre-capture library quantification and quality control. The fluorometric quantifica-

tion of individual pre-capture libraries resulted in an average concentration equal to 71,6 

ng/ul (SD=14,62), that means 1289,8 nanograms total/sample (SD=263,17), almost ten times 

the 150 nanograms needed quantity to be pooled (12 samples/pool). Besides, individual 

pre-capture matched the requested size distribution of DNA fragments between 300 and 

700bp (data not shown).  

The final post-capture libraries pools provided excellent results: they should have a 

size distribution between 300bp and 700bp and the average size we obtained was as good 

as 453bp (SD=18,7) and an average concentration equal to 26,82ng/ul (SD=9,4). Therefore, 

according to SOPHiA HCS working protocol, the average post-capture pool molarity was 

calculated in 91,5nM (SD=33,2), which is greatly more than the 10pM molarity to be se-

quenced.  

No samples were therefore ever discarded either from pooling or from sequencing, 

even those with very low concentrated genomic DNA. 

NGS data were obtained onto 600-cycle format V3 flow cells with an Illumina MiSeq 

DX platform. All the runs had a satisfactory cluster density range between 1000 and 

1200K/mm2, as Illumina recommended for MiSeqDX, and an average Q(30) score equal 

to 89,25% (SD=0,021).  

Therefore, no run had to be repeated. 

FASTQ files were batch uploaded to DDM platform: the quality report results were 

analysed, and statistics for reads quality, alignment, mapping and coverage evaluated and 

compared to those obtained from manually prepared samples in SOPHiA HCS perfor-

mance evaluation study. 

The samples we sequenced showed a good total number of reads: an average of 2,287 

million reads per sample was the number of all the reads that were used as input for the 

alignment process and 2,245 million reads that were successfully mapped to the reference 

genome, that is the 98,16% of reads. The percentage obtained from manually prepared 

libraries from SOPHiA GENETICS’ study is almost overlapping, 98,65%. Data are col-

lected in Table 1. 

Therefore, we assume that the automated protocol implemented on Hamilton’s plat-

form, generates libraries producing a high-quality mapping to reference genome, with no 

presence of contaminating DNA. 

Mapping statistics continued with analysis of what fraction of reads maps exactly on 

regions of interest (“on-target”), next to the regions of interest ("flankTarget") or outside 

the region we are interested in (“off-target”): a high number of off-target sequencing reads 

generally indicate an issue and can decrease the power of calling genetic variants.  

The 60% of all mapped base pairs we obtained mapped to the target regions (on-

target fraction, light green in Figure 2), while this percentage raised to 66.4% in manual 

prepared libraries.  

The 16,8% of all mapped base pairs mapped in flanking regions, that means they 

mapped within the fragment length from the target (fragment length is usually defined 

as the median read length) (blue in figure) and the percentage is similar (15.9%) to manual 

performance data. The remaining mapped base pairs mapped off-target, accumulating 

with high coverage in specific places in the genome, for example in pseudogenes in off-

target regions, or scattering across the genome with low coverage. 
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Table 1. NGS performance comparison between automated and manual protocol 

 
Automated 

Protocol 

Manual 

Protocol 

reads mapped to the reference genome 98,16% 98,65% 

reads mapped “on-target” 60% 66.4% 

reads mapped "flankTarget" 16,80% 15.9% 

reads mapped “off-target” high coverage 13,50% 12,20% 

reads mapped “off-target” low coverage 9,70% 5,50% 

target regions showing at least 50x coverage  99,99% 99,97% 

target regions showing at least 200x coverage 99,95% 99,85% 

target region coverage uniformity 99,90% 99,70% 

 

The 13,5% of mapped base pairs we obtained accumulated off-target but in specific 

genome region (yellow in figure), whereas manually prepared showed an average of 

12,2%. Low coverage off-target base pairs accounted, instead, for 9,7% of mapped base 

pairs in our data (dark green in the figure), while manual protocol stood at 5,5% (Table1).  

 

Figure 2. Reads base mapping distribution. On the x axis all the samples processed, on the y axis 

the percentage of reads base on-target (light green), mapping within a fragment length of target 

region (blue), mapping off target accumulating in specific region (yellow) and off target scattering 

across the genome with low coverage (dark green). 

So, looking at the reported percentages spanning across all the runs, it would seem 

that the manual protocol average performances were better than the automatic ones, be-

cause the “on-target” fraction was higher (66, 4% vs 60%) and vice versa the low-coverage 

“off-Target” fraction is lower (5,5% vs 9,7%), but if we observe standard deviations (Table 

2) we realize that the variability of the results was much greater in the manual perfor-

mances if compared to the automated ones. Indeed, the dispersion from the average was 

very much higher (see Table 2). Actually, as expected, these results confirmed that per-

forming numerous steps manually can introduce variability in the sequencing results, 

even when performed with a well-equipped and experienced laboratory staff. 

Table 2. onTarget, flankTarget, offTarget_HighCov, offTarget_LowCov mapped reads standard 

deviations 

 
Automated 

Protocol 

Manual 

Protocol 
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onTarget 0,08 6,59 

flankTarget 0,01 2,41 

offTarget_HighCoverage 0,04 2,12 

offTarget_LowCoverage 0,04 4,51 

 

Thus, libraries prepared with the automated protocol showed a higher reproducibil-

ity but a lower fraction of reads mapping “on-target” regions. This anyway does not im-

pact the target regions’ coverage, which is an important prerequisite for reliable variant 

calling in NGS data. All sequenced samples, in the format 24 samples/run, showed indeed 

a high on-target coverage with 99,99% of target regions showing at least 50x coverage and 

99,95% have 200x coverage, that is the requested minimum coverage for germline samples 

to run the SOPHiA’s CNV algorithm. Manual prepared libraries, despite the higher frac-

tion of on-target base pairs and the same 24 samples/run, showed overlapping target cov-

erage percentages (50x=99,97%; 200x=99,85%) (Table1). Then, all positions in the target 

regions were verified for coverage heterogeneity/uniformity. Coverage heterogeneity is 

calculated as the percentage of base pairs, in the target region, whose coverage is lower 

than 0.2 of the median target coverage or higher than 5x the median target coverage. The 

lower is the number, higher is the consistency of the assay. Heterogeneity was definitely 

very low in our NGS data, with average uniformity equal to 99,9% [SD=0,52] overlapping 

to Sophia’s manually prepared samples (99,7%) [SD=0,43] (Table1). We can conclude that 

the automated protocol generates good libraries and sequencing data fully comparable 

with those obtained with manual protocol, but with robustness of automation. 

3.2. Checking variants calling accuracy of the data generated with the automated protocol 

All the data were processed using the DDM software updated al the last available 

version at the time of sequencing. The software was set to prefilter genomic data of each 

sample according to the obtained informed consent. So, genomic variants accuracy was 

limited to the actionable genes as explained in Material and Methods.  

Analyzed samples are summarized in Table 3. The vast majority of samples were 

obtained from patients with a family history for breast, ovarian or pancreatic cancers 

(90,5%), some from patients with suspected Lynch Syndrome (5,2%) or with suspected 

Familial Adenomatous Polyposis (3,7%). A very limited number had a double clinical sus-

pect (0,5%) and just one patient was tested for suspected Hereditary Gastric Cancer. 

Table 3. Analyzed samples 

 BC/OC/P Lynch FAP Lynch + FAP Gastric Total 

 of tested samples 915 53 37 5 1 1011 

% of tested samples 90,5% 5,2% 3,7% 0,5% 0,1% 100% 

 

Genetic annotations present in variant caller files generated from DDM platform 

were integrated with open-source bioinformatics tools validated in the laboratory, updat-

ing the functional annotations and increasing information for interpreting the biological 

function of observed variants (see Materials and Methods).  

Gene-sequence variants were reported into a 5-tier system according to the ACMG 

classification rubric. This is summarized in Figure 3.  

To check the accuracy of the obtained results, internal and external quality assess-

ment were adopted: first, confirming Likely Pathogenic and Pathogenic variants via  
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Figure 3. Classification of variants. Inner circle represents the four tested groups of patients: onco-

logic patients with family history for breast, ovarian or pancreatic cancers (BC-OC-PC, twenty-two 

genes analysed), patients with suspected Lynch Syndrome (Lynch, six genes analysed); suspected 

Familial adenomatous polyposis (FAP, four genes analysed) and patients with a double clinical 

suspect (Lynch+FAP, ten genes analysed). The very only patient with suspected hereditary gastric 

cancer is not shown. Outer circle sections represent variants annotation classes and percentages: 

polymorphisms, benign and likely benign variants (P-B-LB), variants with uncertain significance 

(VUS), likely pathogenic (LP) and pathogenic variants (P), copy number variations (CNVs). 

Sanger sequencing and validating copy number variations by MLPA; secondly, re-

evaluating previously BRCA1-BRCA2 tested patients and finally performing this auto-

mated protocol on samples from an international laboratory quality assessment program. 

Among the entirety of about one thousand patients we tested, 14,7% carried one var-

iant classified as pathogenic or probably pathogenic (149/1011) and 0.89% (9/1011) carried 

two Likely Pathogenic and/or Pathogenic variants: compound heterozygosis (3/9) or dou-

ble heterozygosity (6/9). Pathogenic or likely pathogenic variants were found in 18 differ-

ent genes (APC, ATM, BARD1, BRCA1, BRCA2, BRIP1, CDH1, CHEK2, MLH1, MSH2, 

MUTYH, NBN, PALB2, PMS2, RAD50, RAD51C, RAD51D, TP53), accounting for 167 var-

iants that were confirmed by Sanger sequencing. A 100% concordance was achieved, none 

turned out to be a false positive. Confirmation of CNVs, instead, has been realized by 

MLPA in 16 samples that showed deletions in one of the following genes: ATM, EPCAM, 

MLH1, MSH2 or PALB2. We were able to confirm all of them. In one patient we couldn’t 

check the “undetermined” copy number of exon2 in BARD1 gene, because the MLPA kit 

is not available. 

One third of patients (309 subjects) with a family history for breast, ovarian or pan-

creatic cancers, had already been tested for BRCA1 and BRCA2 variants and no pathogenic 

variations were found. Some of them were tested by Sanger sequencing long ago and oth-

ers more recently via an amplicon-based ion semiconductor NGS method. After the re-

sequencing with this automated protocol, 7 of them turned out to be actually positive for 

Likely Pathogenic or Pathogenic variants in either BRCA1 or BRCA2 gene. Unsuccessful 
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previously performed Sanger sequencing lacked the complete screening of CDS or intron-

exon junction regions. Inefficient NGS results with Ion Torrent technology, instead, was 

imputable to the presence of samples carrying variants in homopolymeric regions with 

stretches greater than 7/ 8 nucleotides or deletions in problematic regions.  

Finally, we could test this automated protocol with samples from the European Mo-

lecular Genetics Quality Network assessment program (EMQN, www.emqn.org), in 2019 

and 2020 HBOC, FAP and LYNCH schemes. We tested 18 samples, recognizing all the 16 

positive samples for SNVs, indels or CNVs and the two negative ones. Likely pathogenic 

or pathogenic variants were confirmed successfully via Sanger sequencing. No false pos-

itive or false negative results. EMQN evaluation assigned a comprehensive fully satisfac-

tory judgment to genotyping, interpreting and clerical job. 

4. Discussion 

Diagnostic laboratories are commonly part of a wider clinical frame, where the inflow 

of samples to be tested with the NGS is not generally made of large, constant and fixed 

samples’ cohorts, but of a dynamic and even intermittent rate of smaller number of sam-

ples. Clinicians are increasingly using the results of NGS tests (somatic, but even germline) 

to take first-line treatment decisions or choose among surgical options [22]. Therefore, the 

laboratory requires to expand its analytical portfolio but also keep dealing the increasing 

workload, improving standardization and managing rapid turnaround times (TAT). 

In our opinion, the automation of capture-based libraries is one of the reasonable 

answers to reduce NGS error prone procedures and improve standardization during the 

whole workflow. Comparing the sequencing results of the HCS automated protocol on 

Hamilton’s platform to the ones obtained manually, we proved that an accurate auto-

mated design, on a flexible and integrated platform, can free from the complexity of hy-

bridization-based capture libraries procedures. It minimizes the risk of human-introduced 

errors, standardizing the analytical performances and decreasing sequencing data varia-

bility. Variant calling accuracy resulted very good, as far as no false positive likely patho-

genic or pathogenic variants were found. Additionally, the tested samples from external 

quality assessment programs returned fully satisfactory results, i.e. no false negative or 

false positive results. Finally, this automated hybridization-based capture approach, com-

bined with fluorescent reversible terminator nucleotides’ sequencer, confirmed its supe-

rior ability to detect genetic variations in critical genomic regions, like homopolymeric 

stretches [23].  

In a more comprehensive laboratory picture, the automation allowed a more efficient 

working agenda and an improvement of the samples’ flow. Besides, using robotics the 

laboratory scheduled precise reagents and plastics consumes accomplishing a better sup-

ply and making NGS more affordable. Moreover, the complete integration of all devices 

in the platform’s deck (thermal cyclers, shakers, cooling stations, magnetic stands, decon-

tamination devices) facilitated the internal and the external maintenance programs. To 

make the economic investment of automation paid off, we tested the Hamilton Platform 

with other capture-based commercial or custom SOPHiA GENETICS gene panels, to di-

agnose hereditary rare diseases or hematological cancers. The automated solution showed 

broad versatility, with easily scaling number of samples and reagents volumes, as well as 

adjustments to hybridization and amplification programs to adapt to different working 

protocols.  

The next challenge will be integrating and interfacing this clinical genomics labora-

tory automation with the Laboratory Information System, using specific middleware. An 

effort in this direction lies in the power of the automation hardware, as well as in genomic 

analysis companies. The existing NGS LIMS solutions, currently designed for genomics 

research laboratories, need to be improved to be suitable also for diagnostic genomics 

units integrated into a diagnostic clinical environment. 

5. Conclusions 
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This study suggests that automation may definitely help dealing with NGS capture-based 

target enrichment protocols. We optimized an automated procedure on the Hamilton 

Starlet that reduced the hands-on time for the preparation of SOPHiA GENETICS HCS 

libraries, improved reproducibility and reduced the variability in NGS data. The quality 

of sequencing data we obtained, confirmed accuracy in variant calling, as far as no false 

positive likely pathogenic or pathogenic variants were found, even in problematic ge-

nomic regions like homopolymers.   
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